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Nucleation free energy from the classical nucleation theory (CNT) 

The nucleation free energy of big Li particle can be evaluated by the CNT model. The nucleation free 
energy consists of Li bulk energy (∆G(Bulk)), the surface energy of Li cluster ∆G(Surface) and the 
interface energy (∆G(Interface)) between the attached Li cluster and the graphite surface.  The equation 
of nucleation free energy can be expressed as: 

                           = ( ) ( ) ( )G G Bulk G Surface G InterfaceΔ Δ + Δ − Δ                                                  (1) 

where ∆𝐺(𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘) is the free energy change of bulk Li. We chose the chemical potential of a single Li 
adsorption (𝜇 ′) on the basal plane as the reference state for Li nucleation on the basal plane of graphite.  
Thus, ∆𝐺(𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘) equals to 𝑛(𝜇 − 𝜇 ′). 𝑛 is the number of Li in the cluster and 𝜇  is the chemical 
potential of bulk Li.  ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒) is the surface energy of deposited Li cluster. The morphology of Li cluster is considered 
to be equilibrium and computed by the Wulff construction. Three main surfaces of metallic Li, namely 
(100), (110) and (111) surfaces, are considered with surface tension of 0.041, 0.044 and 0.047 eV/Å2, 
respectively. The surface energy can be written as: 
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η is the shape factor and calculated by 
2
3/Area V . aveγ is the average surface tension which can be 

expressed as follows: 
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 ∆𝐺(𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒) is the interface energy between the Li cluster and the basal plane of graphite. We 
assume the most stable (100) surface as the adhesive surface of Li cluster on the basal plane of graphite. 
The interface energy was calculated by constructing the Li(100)@graphite(001) composite system. intγ  
is 0.026 eV/Å2. 

Therefore, the nucleation free energy can be expressed as: 

                                             ∆𝐺 = 𝑛(𝜇 − 𝜇 ) + η𝑉 𝛾 − 𝛾 𝐴(100)                                         (4) 

                                              ∆𝐺 = 𝑛∆𝜇 + η𝑉 𝛾 − ( )( ) η𝑉 𝛾                                            (5) 

                                        ∆𝐺 = 𝑛∆𝜇 + η(𝑛𝑉 ) 𝛾 − ( )( ) η(𝑛𝑉 ) 𝛾                                (6) 

                                            ∆𝐺 = 𝑛∆𝜇 + η𝑉 𝛾 − ( )( ) 𝛾 𝑛                                         (7) 

where: 

n: number of Li atoms in the cluster 

V: volume of Li cluster (𝑉 = 𝑛 × 𝑉 ) 

VLi: volume per Li atom 

A(total): the total surface area of isolated Li cluster 𝛾: the surface tensions 

η: shape factor (η = / ) 

 

Accordingly, the nucleation free energy can be rewritten as: 

                                                               ∆𝐺 = ∅ × 𝑛 + Ψ × 𝑛                                                             (8) 

where, 

                                                                          ∅ = ∆𝜇                                                                       (9) 

                                                      Ψ = η𝑉 𝛾 − ( )( ) 𝛾                                                  (10) 

When (∆ ) = 0, 
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                                                              𝑛∗ = − ∅ ; ∆𝐺∗ = ∅                                                   (11) 

 

For Li nucleation on the basal plane of graphite, ∅ = −0.33 𝑒𝑉, Ψ = 1.47 𝑒𝑉. Thus, 

                                                              ∆𝐺 = −0.33𝑛 + 1.47𝑛                                                         (12) 

                                                              𝑛∗ = 27; ∆𝐺∗ = 4.43 𝑒𝑉                                                      (13) 

 

 

 

Figure S1. The structures of pristine graphite and a single Li adsorption on the basal plane of graphite. 
The grey and purple spheres denote carbon and Li atoms, respectively. This notation is adopted 
throughout the whole work. 

 

 

Figure S2. The convergence test for the size of the supercell and the number of layers to construct the 
substrate for Li nucleation.  
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Figure S3. The structures of different sized Li clusters deposited at the zigzag edge. The white, grey 
and purple spheres denote hydrogen, carbon and Li atoms, respectively. This notation is adopted 
throughout the whole work. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S4. The structures of Li(100)@graphite(001) composite system.  
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Figure S5. The structures of different sized Li clusters deposited at the zigzag-edged LiC6.  

 

 

 

Figure S6. The structures of nitrogen doped zigzag-edged graphite (a) and OH-terminated zigzag-edged 
graphite (b). 

 


